Lipidic antagonists to SNARE-mediated fusion.
SNARE proteins mediate the fusion of lipid bilayers by the directed assembly of coiled-coil domains arising from apposing membranes. We have utilized inverted cone-shaped lipids, antagonists of the necessary membrane deformation during fusion to characterize the extent and range of SNARE assembly up to the moment of stalk formation between bilayers. The inverted cone-shaped lipid family of acyl-CoAs specifically inhibits the completion of fusion in an acyl-chain length-dependent manner. Removal of acyl-CoA from the membrane relieves the inhibition and initiates a burst of membrane fusion with rates exceeding any point in the control curves lacking acyl-CoA. This burst indicates the accumulation of semi-assembled fusion complexes. These preformed complexes are resistant to cleavage by botulinum toxin B and thus appear to have progressed beyond the "loosely zippered" state of docked synaptic vesicles. Surprisingly, application of the soluble domain of VAMP2, which blocks SNARE assembly by competing for binding on the available t-SNAREs, blocks recovery from the acyl-CoA inhibition. Thus, complexes formed in the presence of a lipidic antagonist to fusion are incompletely assembled, suggesting that the formation of tightly assembled SNARE pairs requires progression all the way through to membrane fusion. In this regard, physiologically docked exocytic vesicles may be anchored by a highly dynamic and potentially even reversible SNAREpin.